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Abstract
Existing zero-shot learning (ZSL) methods usually learn a projection function between
a feature space and a semantic embedding space(text or attribute space) in the training
seen classes or testing unseen classes. However, the projection function cannot be
used between the feature space and multi-semantic embedding spaces, which have the
diversity characteristic for describing the different semantic information of the same
class. To deal with this issue, we present a novel method to ZSL based on learning class
label autoencoder (CLA). CLA can not only build a uniform framework for adapting to
multi-semantic embedding spaces, but also construct the encoder-decoder mechanism
for constraining the bidirectional projection between the feature space and the class
label space. Moreover, CLA can jointly consider the relationship of feature classes
and the relevance of the semantic classes for improving zero-shot classification. The
CLA solution can provide both unseen class labels and the relation of the different
classes representation(feature or semantic information) that can encode the intrinsic
structure of classes. Extensive experiments demonstrate the CLA outperforms state-
of-art methods on four benchmark datasets, which are AwA, CUB, Dogs and ImNet-2.
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1. Introduction
The large-scalely visual recognition problem can be solved possible by the support
of large-scale datasets (for example, ImageNet [1]) and the advances of deep learn-
ing methods [2] [3] [4] [5]. However, the visual recognition is still challenging ”in the
wild” because of the rare samples object classes and fine-grained object categories. For
example, we cannot always collect all classes, which include the recognized classes,
for learning the related model. Moreover, we can hardly utilize the model learned
based on coarse classes to cognise fine-grained classes in traditionally visual recogni-
tion methods. To deal with the visual recognition problem in these situations, the main
idea of ZSL is to exploit the transfer model between the feature space and the semantic
space in seen classes, form which labeled samples can be used, for classifying unseen
classes, from which samples can not be collected. In other words, in ZSL, training and
testing class sets are disjoint which can be handled by modeling the transfer relation-
ship based on the interactive relevance between feature classes and semantic classes.
For instance, ’horse’ belongs to unseen classes, while ’zebra’ is a seen class. These
classes include the same (e.g. ’horse’ and ’zebra’ are both ’has tail’ attribute) or dif-
ferent semantic information (e.g. zebra has ’is striped’ attribute, but horse has ’is solid
color’ attribute). In ZSL, the knowledge transfer model can be learned between the
visual feature of ’zebra’ and the semantic information of ’has tail’ in training sets, and
then, in classification, the visual feature of ’horse’ can be projected into the semantic
or label space by the transfer model for recognizing ’horse’ in testing sets.
In ZSL, the transfer model can be learned between the visual feature and the seman-
tic information in training seen class sets, so that it suffers from project domain shift
problem [6] [7] because of the disjoint between testing unseen class sets and training
seen class sets. To alleviate the effect of the project domain shift problem, we face
to two challenges[8]. One is how to use the semantic information for modeling the
knowledge transfer relationship, and other is how to construct the projection function
between visual feature and multi-semantic information for the optimally discriminative
characteristic on unseen classes.
To address the first challenge, we usually make a assumption, in which seen and
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unseen classes are correlative in the semantic embedding space (e.g. attribute [9] [10]
[11] or text space [12] [13] [14]). In the semantic embedding space, all kinds of class
names are embedded as vectors, which are class prototype [15]. Some ZSL methods
[15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] try to find the relation of the different space (fea-
ture, semantic embedding and class label space) for modeling the knowledge transfer,
and others attempt to transform the semantic embedding into new representation for
constraining the transfer relationship between seen and unseen classes by Canonical
Correlation Analysis (CCA)[6] or Sparse Coding (SC) [22] [23].
To handle the second challenge, attribute-based classification [17] as the classical
method can construct the probability model to predict the visual attributes of unseen
classes. Recent methods tend to build the linear [12] [24] [25] [7], nonlinear [14] [26],
or hybrid [20] [23] projection function among the different spaces (feature, semantic
embedding, and class label space). Furthermore, two tendencies show the promising
results. One is that the structure of semantic classes [8] or structure propagation [27]
are considered for enhancing the transfer model based on the above projection function.
The other is a autoencoder mechanism is utilized to constrain the bidirection projection
relation between feature and semantic information for improving the compatibility of
the transfer model[7]. However, this autoencoder mechanism neglects the model con-
struction between the feature space and multi-semantic space. Moreover, it is difficult
to approximate the intrinsic structure of the unseen classes because of the statically
linear model learned on seen classes.
From above mentions, our motivation is inspired by the autoencoder mechanism
[7], structure fusion [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] and structure propagation [34] [27]
for jointly addressing two challenges. The different point of CLA try to model the pro-
jection function between the feature and the class label space by autoencoder mecha-
nism for dealing with the transfer relationship among the feature and multi-semantic
embedding spaces, while literature [7] only involves the model construction between
the feature and the single semantic space, and literature [27] can not consider the bidi-
rectional constrain between the feature and the class label space with the consideration
of multi-semantic information for building the transfer model. Therefore, we expect
that CLA not only can construct a uniform framework for adapting to multi-semantic
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embedding spaces, but also reform the encoder-decoder mechanism for constraining
the bidirectional projection between the feature space and the class label space. Figure
1 illustrates the idea of CLA conceptually.
Figure 1: The illustration of class label autoencoder for zero-shot learning.
Our main contributions have two points. One is a novel idea proposed to construct
projection function between the feature and the class label space based on autoen-
coder mechanism for considering the multi-semantic information in ZSL. Other is a
feasible method presented to improve unseen classes recognition by the evolution re-
lationship mining of the different manifold structure(the feature distribution structure
of seen classes,the feature distribution structure of unseen classes, the semantic dis-
tribution structure between seen and unseen classes). In the experiment, we evaluate
CLA on four benchmark datasets for ZSL. The experimental results are promising for
ameliorating the recognition performance of unseen object classes.
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2. Related Works
In ZSL, the semantic information(For example, attributes [10] come from the man-
ual annotation [35]and text information [14] derive from language by machine learning
[36] or data mining [37]) can describe the characteristic of each class corresponding
to the class label. Recent methods can draw support from the semantic information to
recognize the visual unseen class by intermediate attribute classifiers learning [38] [39]
[17], seen class proportions combination [23] [40] [20] [8], and compatibility learning
[25] [24] [12] [14] [21] [26]. For directly classifying unseen classes, the current focus
is how to learning the projection or compatibility function between the feature space
and the class label space by the assistance of the semantic information to suppress the
project domain shift problem. We attempt to enhance the projection or compatibility
function learning by structure fusion of multi-semantic classes and autoencoder mech-
anism, which are the related methods of CLA.
To best of our knowledge, structure fusion is firstly proposed for multi-feature fu-
sion of shape classification [33] in our research. Structure is defined as the graph struc-
ture among features of data samples. We can capture the linear relation of multi-feature
structure fusion base on manifold leaning method [33] [30] or probability model [31]
for improving the performance of image classification, shape analysis and human ac-
tion recognition. Moreover, in the further works, we construct the non-linear relation
of heterogeneous structures fusion for remarkably ameliorating image classification
[32] [29] and feature encoding [28]. In recent works, we find the interesting things
that are dynamic structure fusion to refining the relation of objects for semi-supervised
multi-modality classification [34] and structure propagation to update the relevance of
multi-semantic classes by the iteration computation for ZSL [27]. From above works,
it shows that the relationship between structures is very important for the discrimina-
tive learning of object classification. Therefore, we expect to deal with structure fusion
of multi-semantic classes for ZSL by the more suitable way.
Autoencoder is a bidirectional mechanism for encoding and decoding in many
works [41] [42] [43] [44] [45][46] [47] [7]. In term of semantic projection, autoen-
coder methods are roughly divided into two categories which are non-semantic and
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semantic encoder-decoder methods. Non-semantic encoder-decoder methods usually
learn the intrinsic structure of data for visualization/clustering [43] or classification
[44], while semantic encoder-decoder methods generally share the latent embedding
space between the encoder and the decoder by semantic regularization [46] [47] or
learn end-to-end deep model for ZSL by reconstructing the loss between the convolu-
tional and deconvolutional neural network [7].
For considering the bidirectional constrains, we expect to build the project model
between visual features and class labels for ZSL by autoencoder idea. Simultane-
ously, we want to use structure fusion idea to process multi-semantic information by
the model for improve the performance of ZSL. To this end, we propose CLA for uni-
forming two ideas in ZSL.
3. Class Label Autoencoder
3.1. Linear autoencoder
linear autoencoder can construct a simple model, which only includes one hidden
layer linked between the encoder and decoder. By this mechanism, the input data can
be encoded by projecting into the hidden layer, and then can be decoded by recon-
structing the original data space [7]. Therefore, linear autoencoder can attain the better
coding quality with minimizing the error between the original and reconstructed data.
We extend the autoencoder mechanism into class label space and expect to directly
encode the visual feature to the class label with the semantic information. Given, an
input data is a visual feature matrix X ∈ Rd×N (N feature vectors of d dimensions),
and can be projected into a k-dimension class label space by a transformation matrix
Q ∈ Rk×d. The class label representation is Y ∈ Rk×N . According to autoencoder
mechanism, the class label representation can be mapped back to become Xˆ ∈ Rd×N
by a transformation matrix Q∗ ∈ Rd×k. The tied weights can be considered to fur-
ther simplify the autoencoder model by Q∗ = QT [48]. We expect to minimize the
reconstruct error between Xˆ and X . To this end, the following objective can be built.
Q = arg min
Q
‖X −QTQX‖2F , s.t. QX = Y (1)
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We can equivalently reformulate (1) as unconstrained optimization problem as follow-
ing.
Q = arg min
Q
‖X −QTY ‖2F + λ‖QX − Y ‖2F (2)
here,λ is a tradeoff parameter for balancing the encoder and the decoder.
3.2. ZSL Model
In ZSL, visual features include two sets. One set can be represented as feature
matrix Xs ∈ Rd×Ns (Ns feature vectors of d dimensions) with class label matrix
Ys ∈ Rks×Ns (Ns label vectors of ks dimensions) in seen classes, and another can
be described as feature matrix Xu ∈ Rd×Nu (Nu feature vectors of d dimensions)
without class label matrix Yu ∈ Rku×Nu (Nu label vectors of ku dimensions) in unseen
classes. Semantic feature set can be defined as S = {Ss, Su}, in which Ss ∈ Rds×ks
or Su ∈ Rds×ku respectively is feature matrix in seen or unseen classes. We expect to
learn a transformation matrix Qs ∈ Rks×d in seen classes for transferring knowledge
to a transformation matrix Qu ∈ Rku×d in unseen classes with consideration of multi-
semantic information. Therefore, we want to find the relationship between Qs and
Qu. In term of this relationship, the efficient information can be transferred from seen
classes to unseen classes. To this end, we respectively define the following formula.
Qs = W
T
s As, (3)
here, Ws ∈ Rks×ks (ks is the number of seen classes)is the similarity matrix of seen
classes, and is the structure representation of seen classes. As ∈ Rks×d is a projection
matrix for encoding seen classes. By formula (3), we can decomposeQs into two parts,
in which Ws can describe the intrinsically discriminative characteristic of seen classes
and As can extract the common information in seen classes. In unseen classes, we
define the similar formula as following.
Qu = W
T
u Au, (4)
here, Wu ∈ Rku×ku (ku is the number of unseen classes)is the similarity matrix of
unseen classes, and is the structure representation of unseen classes. Au ∈ Rku×d is a
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projection matrix for encoding unseen classes. By formula (4), we can decompose Qu
into two parts, in which Wu can depict the intrinsically discriminative characteristic of
unseen classes and Au can extract the common information in unseen classes. For de-
scribing the transfer relationship of the common information between seen and unseen
classes, we define the following formula.
Au = W
T
suAs, (5)
here, Au can not directly be obtained by autoencoder mechanism. Therefore, we com-
pute Au by As and Wsu ∈ Rks×ku ,which is the similarity matrix and transfers the
common information between seen and unseen classes. In formula (3),(4) and (5), the
similarity matrix can be computed as following.
wij =
exp(−d(zi, zj))∑ni,nj
i=1,j=1 exp(−d(zi, zj))
, (6)
d(zi, zj) = (zi − zj)TΣ−1z (zi − zj), (7)
here, when zi and zj respectively are visual class feature or semantic class representa-
tion in seen classes, wij is the element of Ws; while zi and zj respectively are visual
class feature or semantic class representation in unseen classes, wij is the element of
Wu; if zi and zj respectively are visual class feature or semantic class representation
in seen or unseen classes, wij is the element of Wsu.
According to the above definitions, we can equivalently reformulate formula (2) in
seen classes as following.
As = arg min
As
‖Xs −ATsWsYs‖2F + λ‖WTs AsXs − Ys‖2F (8)
For optimizing formula (8), we can transform it as a well-know Sylvester equation
(Appendix A shows the detail). Bartels-Stewart algorithm [49] can be efficiently solve
this problem by running Matlab function ”sylvester”. When we obtain As, Au can be
computed by formula (3) and (5). In term of formula (4), Yu can be calculated by the
following formula.
Yu = QuXu = W
T
u W
T
suAsXu (9)
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We can determinate a estimated label yˆ to a xu ∈ Xu by the following formula.
yˆ = arg max
1≤c≤ku
WTu W
T
suAsxu (10)
3.3. Multi-semantic structure evolution fusion
In formula (8),(9) and (10), the similarity matrix (Ws, Wu or Wsu) can be com-
puted by formula (6). In ZSL, semantic information can usually describe all class
prototype. Therefore, the similarity matrix often is the structure of the semantic in-
formation. If we can obtain multi-semantic information (for example, attribute[10]
or word vector[14]), the structure of the semantic information can be modeled by the
linear relationship of multi-similarity matrix in the following formula.
Ws =
M∑
i=1
αiW(s,i)
Wu =
M∑
i=1
αiW(u,i)
Wsu =
M∑
i=1
αiW(su,i)
s.t.
M∑
i=1
αi = 1
(11)
here, M is the number of multi-semantic information. αi is the linear coefficient of the
similarity matrix, which is W(s,i) (the structure representation of ith semantic infor-
mation in seen classes), W(u,i)(the structure representation of ith semantic information
in unseen classes) or W(us,i)(the structure representation of ith semantic information
between seen and unseen classes).
Except multi-semantic information, visual feature also can help to construct the
structure representation of object classes(A kind of method is simple for describing vi-
sual class by averaging all visual features with the same label). However, we only know
the label of unseen classes by formula (10). In other words, we expect to calculate the
structure representation of visual feature class by the estimated label. Therefore,the
above similarity matrix come from not only semantic information but also visual fea-
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ture. We reformulate formula (11) as follows.
Ws =
M∑
i=1
βiW(s,i) + βM+1W(s,I)
Wu =
M∑
i=1
γiW(u,i) + γM+1W(u,I)
Wsu =
M∑
i=1
γiW(su,i) + γM+1W(su,I)
s.t.
M+1∑
i=1
βi = 1,
M+1∑
i=1
γi = 1
(12)
here,W(s,I), W(u,I) and W(su,I) are respectively the structure representation of vi-
sual feature class in seen classes, unseen classes and between seen and unseen classes.
W(s,I) is fix because of the label in seen classes, while W(u,I) and W(su,I) are dy-
namic with the estimated label in unseen classes. Therefore, we respectively use
β = [β1 β2 ... βM+1]
T and γ = [γ1 γ2 ... γM+1]T for weight the different
structure representation. We can reformulate formula (8) in term of formula (12) as
follows.
(As, β) = arg min
As
‖Xs −ATsWsYs‖2F + λ‖WTs AsXs − Ys‖2F (13)
For optimizing formula (13), we fix β to optimizeAs by transforming it as a well-know
Sylvester equation (Appendix A shows the detail), and then fix As to solve β by linear
programming. We can obtain the initial estimated label by formula (9)and (10). The
initial estimated label could not be accurate, so a evolution process can be presented
to refine the performance of the model by the iteration computation. Therefore, we
can update W(u,I) and W(su,I) by the estimated label. For updating γ, we construct
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formula (14) to constrain the positive propagation of label.
γ = arg min
γ
(‖
M∑
i=1
γiW(u,i) − γM+1W(u,I)‖2F+
δ‖
M∑
i=1
γiW(su,i) − γM+1W(su,I)‖2F )
= arg min
γ
(‖γTPu‖2F + δ‖γTPsu‖2F )
s.t.
M+1∑
i=1
γi = 1
(14)
here, The element of W(u,i) and W(u,I) forms the column of Pu ∈ R(M+1)×(ku×ku),
while the element ofW(su,i) andW(su,I) makes the column ofPsu ∈ R(M+1)×(ks×ku).
Formula (14) can be transformed as a linear programming for solving γ. The evolution
process can be implemented in formula (12),(9),(10) and (14) by the iteration compu-
tation.
To describe the detail of CLA, we demonstrate the pseudo code of the proposed
CLA algorithm in Algorithm 1, which includes three steps. The first step (line 1 and
line 2) initializes the structure representation of unseen classes and the structure rela-
tionship. The second step (line 3 and line 4) computes the fusion structure for com-
puting a projection matrix of seen classes and updating the structure relationship. The
third step (from line 6 to line 11) is a evolution process for refine the classification
performance of unseen classes by iteration computation. In addition, the evolution
process can also fuse the recognition result of other ZSL method for further improving
the classification performance of unseen classes.
4. Experiment
4.1. Datasets
We evaluate the proposed method CLA in four challenging datasets, which include
Animals with Attributes (AwA)[17], CUB-200-2011 Birds (CUB)[50], Stanford Dogs
(Dogs)[51], and ILSVRC2012/ILSVRC2010 (ImNet-2)[1]. In ImNet-2, the same con-
figuration as in [7] is the 1000 classes of ILSVRC2012 for seen classes and the 360
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Algorithm 1 The pseudo code of the CLA algorithm
Input: Xs,Xu,Ys,Ss and Su
Output: yˆP (P is the total iteration number )
1: Setting the similarity matrix W(u,I) and W(su,I) to zero matrix
2: Setting the initial value of every element is 1/(M + 1) in γ and β
3: Computes the similarity matrix Ws,Wu and Wsu by (12) and (6)
4: Solving As and updating β by alternately optimizing (13)
5: Estimating the label of unseen classes according to (9) and (10)
6: for 1 < t < P do
7: Updating W(u,I) and W(su,I) by (6) and the estimated label.
8: Updating γ by optimizing (14)
9: Updating the similarity matrix Wu and Wsu by (12)
10: Estimating the label yˆt of unseen classes according to (9) and (10)
11: end for
classes of ILSVRC2010 for unseen classes. These datasets can be categorized into
fine-grained recognition (CUB and Dogs) or non-fine-grained recognition (AwA and
ImNet-2) for ZSL. Tab.1 shows the statistics and the extracted features (the detail of
image and semantic feature in section 4.2) for these datasets.
4.2. Image and semantic feature
Image and semantic feature description are necessary for modeling ZSL. Because
deep feature can capture the discriminative characteristic of objects based on large
scale database, we adopt image feature to be the outputs (1024 dimension feature vec-
tor) of the pre-trained GoogleNet[24] [5], which is end to end paradigm for processing
whole image inputs. Semantic feature can be extracted by four methods in the dif-
ferent datasets. The first method obtains the feature vector from attributes (att)[9] by
human annotation and judgment in AwA and CUB. The second method extracts word
vectors (w2v) by predicting words of text document on a two-layer neural network
[52] in AwA, CUB, ImNet-2 and Dogs. The third method attains GloVe (glo) form co-
occurrence statistics of words on a large unlabel text corpora [53] in AwA, CUB, and
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Table 1: Datasets statistics and the extracted feature in experiments.
Datasets
Number of
seen classes
Number of
unseen classes
Total number
of images
Semantic feature
/dimension
Image feature
/dimension
AwA 40 10 30473
att/85,
w2v/400,
glo/400,
hie/about 200.
Deep feature based
on GoogleNet[24]
/1024
CUB 150 50 11786
att/312,
w2v/400,
glo/400,
hie/about 200.
Deep feature based
on GoogleNet[24]
/1024
Dogs 85 28 19499
N/A,
w2v/400,
glo/400,
hie/about 200.
Deep feature based
on GoogleNet[24]
/1024
ImNet-2 1000 360 218000
N/A,
w2v/1000,
N/A,
N/A.
Deep featurebased
on GoogleNet[24]
/1024
Dogs. The forth method gets hierarchical embedding (hie) from vectorial class struc-
ture for describing the class hierarchical relationship (for example WordNet [24][54])
in AwA, CUB, and Dogs.
4.3. Classification and validation protocols
Classification accuracy can be computed by averaging all test classes accuracy in
each database. In the learned model, there are three parameters, which are λ (the trade-
off parameter and in formula (13),P (the total iteration number in Algorithm 1), and δ
(the tradeoff parameter and in formula (14). The training classes set is alternately seg-
mented as learning set and validation set in according with the proportion between the
training classes set and the test classes set. We obtain λ corresponding to the best result
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in 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000, 10000 by cross validation. In all experiments, P is
set to 50 and δ is equal to 0.1.
4.4. Comparison with baseline approaches
In this section, because autoencoder mechanism and structure propagation are ba-
sic ideas for constructing CLA, we implement two existing methods with these ideas
as baseline approaches, which are semantic autoencoder (SAE)[7] and structure propa-
gation (SP) [27]. SAE have two configurations, which encode from visual to semantic
space(V to S) or from semantic to visual space (S to V). The details of experimental
results are illustrated in Tab.2. In the differently semantic space, the classification per-
formance of CLA is obviously superior to that of the baseline methods. In AWA, CUB,
Dogs and ImNet-2, the performance of CLA respectively improves 2%, 3.7%, 3.2%,
and 0.1% at least. Because the performance improvement is not significant in ImNet-2,
we demonstrate the comparison of Top-n (n is a number of set, which includes 1,2,3,4
and 5.) accuracy between CLA and the baseline methods on unseen classes in Tab.3.
CLA can still obtain the best performance in the contrast methods.
4.5. Comparison with existing methods for multi-semantic fusion
In this section, multi-semantic fusion is implemented by ClA, SJE[24], LatEm[26],
SynC [8] and SP[27]. The details of experimental results are shown in Tab.4. w indi-
cates that multi-semantic fusion includes att, w2v, glo and hie, while w/o expresses that
multi-semantic fusion contains w2v, glo and hie. In the different datasets, the classifi-
cation performance of CLA is better that of other methods. In AWA, CUB, and Dogs,
the performance of CLA respectively increases 2.5%,4.7%, and 0.5% at least.
4.6. Comparison with state-of-the-arts
In this section, we compare CLA and state of the arts methods, which include
SJE[24], LatEm[26], SynC [8],SAE[7], SP[27], DMaP [55] and AR-CPR[56] in Tab.5.
The classification performance of CLA outperforms other state of the arts methods ex-
cept in CUB. When semantic representation is att, DMaP [55] is better than CLA for
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Table 2: Comparison of CLA method with baseline methods (SAE and SP) for ZSL, average per-class Top-1
accuracy (%) of unseen classes is reported based on the same data configurations in the different datasets. V
to S means from visual to semantic space, while S to V is from semantic to visual space.
Method Semantic feature AwA CUB Dogs ImNet-2
SAE(V to S) att 78.5 24.0 N/A N/A
w2v 48.5 27.7 25.5 11.4
glo 56.0 27.0 20.1 N/A
hie 59.9 17.9 23.7 N/A
SAE(S to V) att 80.3 20.5 N/A N/A
w2v 64.7 22.1 31.2 12.7
glo 72.0 26.9 24.9 N/A
hie 59.9 25.1 25.5 N/A
SP att 84.3 51.8 N/A N/A
w2v 77.4 32.5 33.3 13.5
glo 70.5 33.3 33.4 N/A
hie 62.1 24.3 32.4 N/A
CLA att 86.3 59.5 N/A N/A
w2v 80.2 36.2 40.1 13.6
glo 79.2 37.3 38.5 N/A
hie 73.5 29.2 35.6 N/A
ZSL. DMaP can focus on the manifold structure consistency between the semantic rep-
resentation and the image feature, so it can better distinguish unseen classes in semantic
representation att. The details of result analysis are explained in section 4.8.
4.7. Parameter analysis
The important impact on CLA involves two parameter, which are λ (the tradeoff
parameter and in formula (13),and P (the total iteration number in Algorithm 1). As
aforementioned, we select λ from 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000, 10000 by cross-
validation on seen classes. In this section, we examine the effect of λ on classification
performance of CLA in the different selection. Figure 2 shows classification perfor-
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Table 3: Comparison of CLA method with baseline methods (SAE and SP) for ZSL, average per-class Top-n
accuracy (%) of unseen classes are reported based on the same data configurations in ImNet-2. V to S means
from visual to semantic space, while S to V is from semantic to visual space.
Top-n Semantic feature SAE(V to S) SAE(S to V) SP CLA
Top-1 w2v 11.4 12.7 13.5 13.6
Top-2 w2v 16.7 18.2 18.0 19.6
Top-3 w2v 20.2 21.6 21.4 23.3
Top-4 w2v 22.9 24.4 23.9 26.0
Top-5 w2v 25.3 26.7 26.2 28.3
Table 4: Comparison of CLA method with SJE[24], LatEm[26], SynC [8] and SP[27] for multi-semantic
fusion in ZSL, average per-class Top-1 accuracy (%) of unseen classes are reported based on the same data
configurations in the different datasets. w means that multi-semantic fusion includes att, w2v, glo and hie,
while w/o expresses that multi-semantic fusion contains w2v, glo and hie.
Dataset Fusion SJE LatEm SynC SP CLA
AWA w 73.9 76.1 76.2 85.4 88.8
w/o 60.1 66.2 64.5 81.4 83.8
CUB w 51.7 47.4 48.5 54.1 60.3
w/o 29.9 34.9 33.6 35.3 40.1
Dogs w N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
w/o 35.1 36.3 37.2 48.1 48.6
mance of CLA with the different λ on CUB. We can find that CLA is sensitive to λ,
so we carefully select this parameter by cross-validation in the training set. In above
experiments, we empirically set P to 50. However, this parameter indicates the pro-
cessing of structure evolution. Figure 3 shows classification performance of CLA with
structure evolution on the different P on CUB. We can observe that classification per-
formance of CLA is improve with P increasing, and then tend to be stable. Therefore,
we can set P to 50, because classification performance of CLA is mostly better and
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Table 5: Comparison of CLA method with state of the arts methods for ZSL, average per-class Top-1 ac-
curacy (%) of unseen classes are reported based on the same data configurations in the different datasets.
w means that multi-semantic fusion includes att, w2v, glo and hie, while w/o expresses that multi-semantic
fusion contains w2v, glo and hie.
Method Semantic feature AwA CUB Dogs
SJE[24] att 66.7 50.1 N/A
w2v 51.2 28.4 19.6
LatEm[26] att 71.9 45.5 N/A
w2v 61.1 31.8 22.6
SynC[8] att 69.3 47.5 N/A
w2v 52.9 32.3 27.6
SAE(V to S)[7] att 78.5 24.0 N/A
w2v 48.5 27.7 25.5
SAE(S to V)[7] att 80.3 20.5 N/A
w2v 64.7 22.1 31.2
SP[27] att 84.3 51.8 N/A
w2v 77.4 32.5 33.3
DMaP[55] att 74.9 61.8 N/A
w2v 67.9 31.6 38.9
AR-CPR[56] att N/A 59.5 N/A
w2v N/A N/A N/A
CLA att 86.3 59.5 N/A
w2v 80.2 36.2 40.1
stable in this value. Another parameter δ change is not sensitive to the classification
accuracy of CLA.
4.8. Experimental results analysis
In above experiments, eight approaches are involved to consider the manifold struc-
ture from different aspects for building the bridge between visual feature and semantic
space. SJE[24] can construct the output space of the structure by balancing the dif-
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Figure 2: Impact of λ on classification performance for zero-shot learning on CUB in att semantic space.
ferent output embedding with the confidence contribution. LatEm[26] can capture the
structured model for making the overall piecewise linear function, and then can obtain
the latent space of the flexible model for fitting the unseen class. SynC[8] can take into
account the manifold structure in semantic space for getting optimal discriminative per-
formance in the model space. SAE[7] can mine the latent manifold structure for clas-
sifying unseen classes by taking the encoder-decoder paradigm with the bidirectional
constrains. SP[27]can optimize the relationship of the manifold structure in semantic
and image space, and improve the positive structure propagation by iteration compu-
tation for ZSL. DMaP[55] can build the manifold structure consistency between se-
mantic representation and image feature by using dual visual-semantic mapping paths.
AR-CPR[56] can learn a deep regression model to matching the manifold structure
consistency between images and class prototypes by rectifying class representation.
The proposed CLA can jointly consider the structure evolution and the bidirectional
constrains between feature and class label space to recognize unseen classes. From
aforementioned experiments, we can have the following observations.
• The performance of CLA outperforms baseline approaches, which are SAE and
SP. SAE try to find the mapping relationship with the bidirectional constrains,
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Figure 3: Impact of P on classification performance for zero-shot learning on CUB in att semantic space.
which are from semantic to image and from image to sematic, while SP attempt
to complement the project relevance by structure positive propagation, which
implements based on the relationship between unseen and seen classes. The pro-
posed CLA can jointly consider the impact of the the bidirectional constrains,
which are from class label to image and from image to class label, and the struc-
ture evolution, which involves not only the relevance between unseen and seen
classes but also the relationship among unseen classes or seen classes.
• The performance improvement CLA is different than baseline approaches in the
various datasets. The significant advance can be shown in AWA,CUB, and Dogs,
while the slight advance can be found in ImNet-2. This situation of the main
reason is the diversity of a large-scale dataset to cause the bigger divergence of
the intra-class than a small-scale dataset. Therefore, the proposed CLA shows
the obvious advantages than other methods in Top-n accuracy experiment.
• In multi-semantic fusion, the performance of CLA is superior to other meth-
ods, which are SJE, LatEm, SynC, and SP. The proposed multi-semantic fusion
method can have the better performance than the single-semantic method in term
of multi-semantic complement each other. In Dogs dataset, the performance of
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CLA is slightly better than that of SP, while the performance of CLA signifi-
cantly outperforms that of other methods. This situation of main reason is that
the bidirectional constrains mechanism have the less effect on classification ac-
curacy than structure evolution in multi-semantic fusion methods.
• In multi-semantic fusion or single-semantic method, structure evolution can have
the more improvement the classification accuracy for ZSL than the bidirectional
constrains mechanism in supervised semantic space (att). This effect relationship
is irregular in unsupervised semantic space (w2v,glo, and hie). However, their
joint effect essentially improve the classification accuracy for ZSL.
• The performance of CLA is superior to that of DMaP except in att semantic space
of CUB, because the structure matching of DMaP is a key point for classifying
fine-grained category with supervised semantic space (att). CLA integrates the
structure evolution and the bidirectional constrains mechanism, while DMaP fo-
cuses on the various manifold structure consistency. Therefore, the performance
of CLA has approximated to that of DMaP in this situation, even greatly outper-
forms that of DMaP with unsupervised semantic space (w2v).
• The performance of CLA and AR-CPR is same in att semantic space of CUB.
AR-CPR tempt to train a deep network and rectify class prototype for enhancing
classification accuracy of unseen classes, while CLA try to learn the projection
function by integrating the structure evolution and the bidirectional constrains
mechanism. Both methods obtain the best result based on the different aspects.
It shows that class structure distribution and it’s constrains are very important to
bridge the gap between visual feature and semantic representation.
• The most computational load involved in CLA is for solving equation (14)and
(13). Specifically,the complexity of equation (14) is O((M + 1)3.5p) (M is se-
mantic space number, and p is the number of bits in the input [57]) in the worst
case. The complexity of equation (13) is O(d3). Because M and P iteration
times are often much less than d feature dimension, the computational complex-
ity of CLA is O(d3).
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5. Conclusion
We have proposed class label autoencoder (CLA) method to address multi-semantic
fusion in ZSL. CLA can not only adapt multi-semantic structure distribution to a uni-
form ZSL framework, but also constrain the bidirectional mapping between the feature
space and the class label space by the encoder-decoder paradigm. Furthermore, CLA
can fuse the relationship of feature classes, the relevance of the semantic classes, and
the interaction between feature and semantic classes for improving zero-shot classifi-
cation. At last, the optimization of the CLA can obtain both unseen class labels and
the different classes representation(feature or semantic information) of the relation that
can encode the intrinsic structure of classes by iteration evolution way. For evaluating
the proposed CLA, we implement the comparison experiments about baseline meth-
ods, multi-semantic fusion methods,and state of the art methods on AwA, CUB, Dogs
and ImNet-2. Experiment results demonstrate the CLA is effective in ZSL.
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Appendix A
For optimizing formula (8), we firstly use trace properties Tr(Xs) = Tr(XTs ) and
Tr(ATsWsYs) = Tr(Y
T
s W
T
s As) to reformulate formula (8) as following.
As = arg min
As
‖XTs − Y Ts WTs As‖2F + λ‖WTs AsXs − Ys‖2F (15)
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Then, we can take a derivative of formula (15) and set it zero for obtaining the following
formula.
− Ys(XTs − Y Ts WTs As) + λ(WTs AsXs − Ys)XTs = 0
YsY
T
s W
T
s As + λW
T
s AsXsX
T
s = YsX
T
s + λYsX
T
s
(16)
If A = YsY Ts , B = λXsX
T
s , C = (1 + λ)YsX
T
s , and W = W
T
s As, we can reformu-
late formula (16) to the following formula.
AW +WB = C (17)
Here, formula (17) is a well-know Sylvester equation.
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